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ABSTRACT
Motivation: Scientific information is usually locked up in discrete
documents that are not always interconnected or machine-readable.
The connectivity tissue provided by RDF technology has not yet
been widely used to support the generation of self-describing, machine-readable documents. In this paper we present our approach to
machine-processable documents. We have semantically modeled
and enriched the full-text open-access subset of PubMed Central.
Our model delivers a highly interconnected and semantic dataset.

the article; the same principle is also applied to the references. In
order to identify biological terms within the RDFized article, it is
processed with Whatizit and the NCBO Annotator. Those terms
are modeled as semantic annotations, i.e., annotations associated to
ontological concepts such as proteins, components, drugs, diseases,
and medical terms. Whenever it is possible, we also link to entities
in Bio2RDF [7] and identifiers.org as well as to relevant web pages.

Introduction

In spite of technological advances, scientific publications remain
poorly connected to each other as well as to external resources.
Furthermore, most of the information remains locked up in discrete
documents without machine-processable content. Such interconnectedness and structuring would facilitate interoperability across
documents as well as between publications and online resources.
Scholarly data and documents are of most value when they are
interconnected rather than independent.

Methods

We use BIBO [1], DCMI Terms [2], and the Provenance Ontology
(PROV-O) [3] to model the bibliographic metadata. BIBO provides classes and properties to represent citations and bibliographic
references. BIBO can be used to model documents and citations in
RDF or to classify documents within a hierarchy. Dublin Core
(DC) [4] offers a domain-independent vocabulary to represent
metadata; such vocabulary aims to facilitate cross-resource exploration. In order to identify biological terms, we use two entity
recognition tools: Whatizit [5] and the NCBO Annotator [6]. Both
tools are based on exact string matching and pre-defined dictionaries. By doing so, relevant biological identifiers such as UniProt
accessions and ChEBI and GO identifiers are added. We are working with more than 20 biomedical ontologies.
The workflow that we followed to generate the RDF files for
PubMed Central (PMC) articles is illustrated in Fig. 1. The main
input for our process is the XML offered by PMC for open- access
articles. We are also using available vocabularies to represent the
metadata as well as the content in RDF; such vocabularies have
been mapped to Java classes by using the RDFReactor. The article
itself is modeled as bibo:Document; whenever it is possible, a
more precise class is also added, e.g., bibo:AcademicArticle for
research articles. Publisher metadata is modeled using BIBO, including publisher name, the International Standard Serial Number
(ISSN), volume, issue, and starting and ending pages. Authors are
modeled as a bibo:authorList, where each member is a foaf:Person.
Abstract and sections are modeled as a doco:Section with a
cnt:chars containing the actual text with formatting omitted. Wellknown identifiers such as PubMed ids and DOIs are included in
the output. In this way it is possible to track the original source of
*

Fig. 1. Biotea workflow

Results

We have semantically processed the full-text, open-access subset
of PubMed Central. Our RDF model and resulting dataset make
extensive use of existing ontologies and semantic enrichment services. We expose our model, services, prototype, and datasets at
http://biotea.idiginfo.org/. The semantic processing of biomedical
literature presented in this paper embeds documents within the
Web of Data and facilitates the execution of concept-based queries
against the entire digital library. Our approach delivers a flexible
and adaptable set of tools for metadata enrichment and semantic
processing of biomedical documents. Our model delivers a semantically rich and highly interconnected dataset with self-describing
content so that software can make effective use of it.
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